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Abstract

This paper investigates the role of bicameralsysteminalternatively elected two-chamber

legislature model. In the model, the chamber elected ul the previous period is given the power

to veto the decision by the chamber elected in the current period. It is shown that the

bicameralism is more likely to be bene丘cial when (i) the desirable pollCyis less likely to move,

or (ii) the non-desirable policy is more likely to attain majority in current election.
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1. )ntroduction

The orlglnS Of bicameralinstitutions date back to medievalEurope where they were associated

with separate representation of difFerent estates of the realm. In our time, however, such

political/social estates are almost disappearing from all over the world and equality of votes

are being regarded as one of the basic common values shared between democratised nations.

Our main interest in this paper is to investigate how bicameralism can be (cannot be) beneBcial

in our modernized society where equality of status of citizens is血e basic discipline in designing

political institutions.

If the institution of the second chamber is very similar to that of the丘rst chamber (in

terms of election systems. deliberation processes, powers in legislature, etc.), then the realized

decisions would be the same between the two chambers.1) Conversely. it should be that

institutions are considerably different between the two chambers in situations where the

realized decisions of two chambers are different, thereby bicameralism can be bene丘cial.

a I would llke to thank Michihiro Kandori and Dan Sasaki for helpful comments on an earlier draft. I am

also grateful toanOnymous referees for helpful comments. I gratefully acknowledge research support from

the Japan Society for the Promotion of Science

1) In recent Japan, discussions on the Houseof Councillors (upper house) reform have gathered momentum,

and some people insist that the upper house should be demollShed since lt tends to be a duplicate of the

Houseof RepresentatlVeS (lower house). We should note. however. that election systems are fairly different

between two chambers.
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In this paper we pay our attention to the difFerenceinelection years of the two chambers.

Speci五cally, we build the two-chamber system model in which each chamber is elected in

altemate years2) and policy changes fromthe status quo policy require approvals of both

chambers. In such setups,丘naloutcome in the current year (i.e., whether to change policy from

the status quo or not) depends not only on也e votes of current year election, but also on the

votes of previous year election. This system may seem ''anti-democratic" in a sense, since the

proposal of policy change by也e current chamber can sometimes be rejected by也e veto of

the public opinioninthe past. Weinvestigate the effect of such an "anti-democratic" stickiness

of policyin legislative processes.

If the desirable policy,unseen tc'the people, is drawnindependently over time, then such

stickiness of policyalways leads to theinefBciency: veto of the chamber of previous-year

election is nothing more than a harmfu1interference, ■on the other hand, if the desirable policy

today highly depends onthe desirable policy last year, policy stickiness can have a positive

effect: veto of the chamber of previous election applies the brakes to the runaway of the

current election chamber. 也 this paper we follow the latter story and show that the bicameralism

can be beneficial. Condition under which bicameralism is more desirablethanunicameralism

is given by the Markov transition probability of the desirable policy (denoted by ♪) and the

probability that the non-desirable policy attains majorityinthe current-year election (denoted

by q). It is shown that the bicameralism is more likely to be bene丘cialwhen (i) a is small (that

is, the desirable policyis less likely to move) or (ii) q is large (that is, the non-desirable policy is

more likely to attain majorityincurrent election).

We brieay review other stu血es dealing with the impacts and the consequences of

bicameralism in legislative processes. Levmore 【4] states that federa止sm and bicameralism are

strongly linkedinthatal1 federations have a bicameral1egislature and discusses why one

wo血d want the second chamber in federal nations.3) Diermeier and Myerson 【1] investigate

how different constitutional features effecttheinternalorganization of legislatures. Muthoo and

Shepsle 【6] survey conventional accounts for bicameralism in more detail, and study a仇eoretical

model in which a random proposer proposesintake-it-or-leave-it format in each chambers.

Testa 【7] studiesthe impact of bicameralism on the level of corruption of elected ofacialS.

Insights foundinthese papers are difEerentfrom ours and grasp other important aspects of

bicameralismthat are not treated (explicitly at least)inthe present paper. Empirical

2) The main point of this asstunption is that two chambers are electedindifEerent timings. For example,the

Japanese lower house is elected every four years while reelection of the upper house is conducted every

three years, The lower housealso hasthe possibility of dissolution,

3) Federal nations withbicameralisminclude Australia, Canada, the United States, India, Malaysia, Brazil,

Switzerland, SouthAfricaand Germany. lnthose countries,theinstitutionalasymmetry between two

chambers is strongly related to the federalism. Inthose countries, upper house is seen as the representative

of states where each state is usual1ygiven the same number of seats.and lower house is seen asthe

representative of 1)eoPle where seats are basically based on population.
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studiesonthe impactof bicameralisminclude Kbnig [3], Druckman and Thies [2] among others.

Furthermore, other political institutions also have aspects of the policy stickiness that

have features in common with the bicameral institutions studied in the paper. A typical

example of such institutions would be referenda. Moser 【5] points out that referenda in addition

to a bicameral parliament lead to very stable policy. In the paper二 expressly address the

impactof the bicameral institutions, but l conjecture that the analysis in the paper also

contributes to the understanding the other political institutions which provide with policy

stickiness.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the model. Section 3

provides the main result of the paper. Section 4 Contains a summary and some concluding

remarks.

2.Mode一

There is a pair of alternatives, I ∈ jA; BL such that one of thesealternatives is unequivocally

better forall individuals in a group. There are two possible states of the world s E iA; Bi that

are unknown to the individuals ex ante. The group as a whole prefers to selectalternative A

when the state is A, and alternative B when the state is B; that is, the preference is represented

by

u(ArA)-u(BIB)-landu(AIB)-u(BIA)-0,

where the first argument of u describes selectedalternative I and the second describes the

state∫.

Let st denote the state in period i and assume that st follows a Markov process with

transition probability A: For t - 1, 2, ",

Prlst.1 - AIsl - A]- Pr[st.1 - BIst - B]- 1-p,

Prlst.1 - AIsl - A]- Prlst.1 - BIst - B]- A,

with p satisfying 0 < 1) < 1/2, The initialdistribution is symmetric so that Prlsl - A] - Prls1 -

月]-1/2.

The election and legislative system is formulated as follows. There are two chambers,

each of which we name by Co and Ce, respectively. The chamber Co is elected in the odd

periods i- 1, 3, 5,... , while the chamber Ceis electedinthe evenperiods i- 2,4, 6,.... Each

chamber works for two periods and the change from status quo alternative requires the

approvals of both chambers; that is, thealternative selectedinthe current period, zt, is

determined as4)
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zt- ( f_1
if Co-Ce-A

if Co-Ce-B

otherwise.

We assume that,ineach period i, true statealtemative s, will getthe majority of the current

election Ciwith probability 1 -q, where 0 < q < 1/2:

PrlCit -AIst-A]-PrlC,i -BIst-B]-llq

prlci -BLs,-A]-PrlCi -AJst-B]-q,

where i = o if tisanodd number and i - e if tis an even number.5)

3, Main Result

There arethree state-variablesinthis environment;the state st,the status quoalternative zl,

and the incumbent chamber Ci. As twc'alternatives, A and B, are symmetric, we can identify

the situation (st, zl, Ci) - (A, A, A) withthe situation (sl, Zt, C,f) - (B, B, B),and so on, We de丘ne

vj aS the discounted average payoffs (with discountfactor ♂ ) for situations j - 1, 2, 3, 4 asin

Table 1.

Table 1:

J 仲7Bﾓ�ﾅｧBﾓ�ﾄ7&ﾂ��

1 嫡�ﾄ�ﾄ�陳�"ﾄ"ﾄ"��

2 嫡�ﾄ�ﾄ"陳�"ﾄ"ﾄ���

3 嫡�ﾄ"ﾄ�陳�"ﾄ�ﾄ"��

4 嫡�ﾄ"ﾄ"陳�"ﾄ�ﾄ���

To see how也e discounted average payo∬s can be calculated, let us suppose as an example

thatthe situation was (sE_1, Zt_1, C,i-1) - (A, A, A) at the end of the previous period i- 1, Then

there will be four possibilities of (st, zt, C,I) : (A,A,A), (A,A,B), (B,A,B),and (B,A,A), each of

which will be explained below in due order.

With probability 1 -少, the current statewill be the same asinthe previous period (sE - SE_1

- A). Given thatthe current state is A, the current election will choose C.E= A (choose C,i - B)

with probability 1 - q brobability q, respectively), In bothcases,the status quo policy zt_1 - A

4) For the Brst period t'- 1, we assume that Co works astheunicameralchamber; that is, I. - Col.

5) 血也e paper we assume that politicians never change也eir positions once elected and that membersof

the chambersdo not act strategiCallybut simply supporta particular policy.
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will be maintainedinperiod i, Sincethe old chamber Cf-1 - Awill never approvethe policy

change血･om A to Binany wayJn this case the policy zt - A is the `'correct" policy as si - A

Thusthe nation attainsthe payo∬ of 1 with probability 1 -9, andthe situation wnl go to (st, zb

Ci) - (A,A,A) with probability (1 10) (1 -q), and to (st, zt, Ci) - (A,A,B) with probability (1-9)

q.

Withprobability 1), on the other hand,the current state will be different fromthe previous

period (st - B*st_1). Given that the current state is B, the current election will choose Ci - B

(choose C,! = A) withprobability 1 - q tprobability q, respectively). In both cases the status quo

policy zl-1 - A will be maintained, but such a policy is f暮wrong" Since we have st - B, and

therefore the nationwill attain payo牙of 0 in period i. The_ situation will go to (sL, Zt, C,i) -

(B,A,B) with probability b(1 - q), zmd to (st, zt, Ct) - (B,A,A) with probability bq.

Final1y we havethe expression of vl aSfo1lows:6)

vl -(1 - ♂ )(1 -9)+ ♂ j(1 -9)(1 -q)vl+(1 -♪)qv2+♪(1 -q)V3+如V4L

where the五rst termcorresponds to the current payoff of 1 (withprobability1 -1)),and the

second term describes fourpossibilities of the situation (st, zt, Ci) at the end of period i.

In a similar manner, we have that v2, V3, and v4 Satisfythe following expressions:

V2 -(1 - ♂ )(1 -q)+射(1 lq)vl+qv4i

v3 -(1- ♂)(1-q)+ ♂ i(1-q)vl+qv4i

v4 -(1 - ∂沙+ ∂抄(1 - q)vl+Pqv2+(1 -9)(1 - q)V3+(1 -1))qv4L

which can be solved (together with the expression of vl) for vl and v4 aS

1 -A+ ∂抄-Pq-(1 129)q2卜∂ 2q(1 -q)(1+q)(1 -2タ)

1+∂9- ∂2q(1-q)(1-29)

b+ ♂ (1 -q)(1 -カーq+29q)+ ∂2q(1 -qy(1 -29)

1+∂9- ∂2q(1-q)(1-21))

Here we attainthe following result on the value of bicameralism.

Theorem. Subbose that ♪ and q satish the inequality

(1)

6) We could de五me the total discounted sumof expected utility丑owsfromal1future periods,

V'1 - (1-♪)+∂1(119)(1-q)V'l + ‥. L

rather thanthe discounted average payoff, vl. This de丘mition would be a more standardformulationin

certainmodels. butinthe paper I calculate the aveyage payoffs, V,, for the sake of convenienceintal(ing the

hmitof∂一寸1.
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q.1-q,,子宝･ (2)

Then there exists a ∂ * such that for any ♂ ∈ 【 ∂凍, 1), the average expectedbayoHofbicameralism

is greater than that of unicameralism.

First we should note that the condition (2) is more likely to be satis丘ed when (i)♪ becomes

smaller forafixed q, and (ii) q becomes largerfora丘Ⅹed A The left-hand side of (2) is the variance

of the errorincurrent election. When q is larger sothatthe variance of the current election

increases, the value of bicameralism increases as the veto of the previous election chamber

would apply也e brakes to也e runaway of current election chamber. On the other hand, the

right-hand side oftheinequality (2) is a decreasing function of the probability ratio that the

next state st+1 will still remain to be the same asinthe current state st:that is, we can rewrite

the right-hand side of (2) as

♪　　1

1-2b l-1'

where l - (1 -9)/?. If the likelihood ratio l increases so that the next state st.1 is more likely to

be the same asinthe current state st, then the value of bicameralism increases due to the

similar arguments as for the left-hand side of (2). In anyway, the value of bicameralism stems

fromthe effect that the previous election chamber can apply the brakes to the runaway of

current election, and when theinequality (2) is satisaed, such positive eHect dominatesthe

negative effect of bicameralism that the veto of the previous election chamber mayかustrate

也e appropriate policy change proposed by仇e cl∬rent election chamber.7)

Proof of the Theorem. First we see thatthe average expected payoff when theunicameral

system is adopted, is 1 - q: In each period thealtemative selected by the chamber zi Canbe the

true state sE With probability 1 - q.

Next we note thatinthe end of period 1, the status quo policy zl and the incumbent

chamber Col isalways the same as the first chamber Col works as the unicameralchamberin

period 1 (see footnote 4). Hence,inthe end of period 1,the state-variable is eitherj - 1 orj -

4, depending on whether the丘rst election gave the majority to the true state sl (inwhich case

j - 1) or to the wrong state (in which case j - 4). Thus, &om the standpointinthe end of period

1,the average expected payoff from the bicameralsystem V canbe written as

V- (1-q)vl+ qv4.

7) Frominequality (2), we see that ifj'> 1/6 the bicameralism can never be bene丘cialfor any value of q, as

the left-hand side q(1 - q) cannot exceed 1/4.
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At this point, we should note that ul and u4 COnVerge tO the same value when we take the

limit of ♂-. 1: From (1), we have

1-(llP)q-(1-29)q2(llq)
ul: u4ー

and therefore

Ⅴ-

1+p-(112p)q(1-q)

1-(1-9)q-(112p)q2(1-q)

1+9- (1 -29)q(1 -q)

(∂ー1),

(∂ー1)

Comparing this limit value of bicameralism with respect to the value of unicameralism, we

have

ll(llP)q-(1129)q2(1-q)

1+9- (1 12p)q(1 -q)
･1-q - q(1-q,,去,

which is equivalent to inequality (2). Thus, in the limit of ♂ -1, inequality (2) is the sufBcient

and necessary condition under which the value of bicameralismis greater than that of unicam-

eralism,

As Vis an increasing function of ♂, we have that there exists a ∂* such that V> (1-q)

for any ♂ ∈ ( ∂書, 1), as long as the inequality (2) is satisBed.　　　　　　　　　　　　　□

4. Concluding Remarks

A simple model of repeated voting with overlapping bicameral chambers has been investigated

in which the bicameral system is more desirable than the unicameral system under a simple

inequality condition (2). This result proposes that the bicameral legislature is desirable for such

policies in which the public opinion is more vulnerable to the drift than it should be. Such

policies would include constitutional　revision, revision offundamental1aws,and treaty

rati丘cation.

The desirability of bicameralism derived in this paper can be understood as that of the

stickiness in some policyissues, As long as the stickiness is concerned, we have several other

ways, such as supermajc･rity rule, forintroducing such stickiness to legislative processes.

Existing literature in political science argues, however,比at the supermajority rule encourages

more wasteful rent-seeking and corruption than does bicameralism and this would be one of

the reasons why bicameralism is preferred over supermajority rule in reality (e.i,. Levmore

[4]). Comparison between bicameralism and supermajority rule in one consistent model in our
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paper calls for further research.
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